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Chapter 1. License

License agreement

1. The VSDMIP user automatically accepts the following terms when using
the program:

2. Report errors and bugs in the program to the authors (Ruben Gil-Redondo,
Jorge Estrada, Antonio Morreale, Fernando Herranz, Javier Sancho, Angel
R. Ortiz) through e-mail: amorreale@cbm.uam.es

3. Do not redistribute the program without permission. Interested users
should contact directly to the authors

4. This license is for scientific non-profit and non-comercial use only. Any
other use of this software for other purposes, alone or integrated into other
software, requires the prior consent of the authors.

5. The authors do not assume any responsability for the licensed software and
its use. The authors will not assume any liability for damages occurring
through the use of the licensed software; do not guarantee the suitability of
the licensed software for any application; and do not provide support.

6. Acknowledge the use of the program in scientific publications. Scientific
publications where VSDMIP or any of its parts were used should cite the
following reference: Gil-Redondo R., Estrada J., Morreale A., Herranz F.,
Sancho J., Ortiz A.R. (2008) VSDMIP: Virtual Screening Data Management
on an Integrated Platform. J. Comput. Aided Mol. Des. doi: 10.1007/s10822-
008-9249-9

Disclaimer
This software is copyrighted by Alvaro Cortes Cabrera, Ruben Gil-Redondo, Fed-
erico Gago, Antonio Morreale, Jorge Estrada, Fernando Herranz, Javier Sancho
and Angel R. Ortiz. The following terms apply to all files and documents asso-
ciated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files. Do not
redistribute the program. Interested users should contact directly to the authors.
VSDMIP is for scientific non-profit and non-commercial use only. Any other use
of this software for other purposes, alone or integrated into other software, re-
quires the prior consent of the authors.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO
ANY PARTY FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSE-
QUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS
DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AU-
THORS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED
ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE
NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES,
ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.
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Chapter 2. Introduction

Introduction
This is the second release of VSDMIP (Virtual Screening Data Management on
a Integrated Platform), an improved software for the virtual screening (VS) of
chemical libraries integrated within a MySQL relational database. Like the pre-
vious version the two main features that make VSDMIP clearly disinguishable
from other existing computational tools: (i) its database and (ii) its modular and
pluggable architecture, which allow customization of the VS stages. In addition,
in this new release these capabilities have been extended to incorporate new tools
to perform ligand-based virtual screening protocols and with an ease of use never
seen before.
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Chapter 3. Installation

From Source
First appears the list of software and hardware requirements for running a VSD-
MIP system. Then, it appears an overview of the installation process. Then, this
"Installation" section shows you how to obtain the VSDMIP distribution, install
a VSDMIP platform, create a VSDMIP database, install the VS software included
in this distribution, and setup your system for using external VS software.

Server side requirements
This second release (1.5) of VSDMIP have a lot of improvements and new capa-
bilities that have modified significativelly the requeriments to run the software.

• Linux-based operating system running on i386 or x86_64 (limited functionabil-
ity can be obtained in other platforms where binary programs are not avail-
able). The platform has been tested on CentOS 5.x machines, Fedora Core 14
and GNU/Debian Squeeze.

• MySQL 5.x database management system and its developement libraries

• MySQL++ 3.x development libraries

• CMake 2.8 to make packages or 2.6 to build from source

• Python 2.2 or newer

• BASH

• GNU C Compiler (gcc) and GNU Fortran Compiler (g77 or gfortran) 3.3 or
newer

Client side requirements
The requirements on the client side are not such restrictive:

• Linux, Windows or Mac OS X where PyMOL and SSH (like openssh) client is
available.

• PyMOL binaries or PyMOL source code and a python runtime environment.

• numpy and MySQLdb packages for Python.

Overview
VSDMIP can be installed and run either in a single computer, a computer clus-
ter, or a networked set of computers. A VSDMIP system consist of one or more
VSDMIP databases managed by a MySQL database management system and
the VSDMIP software that coordinates the external VS tools and the necessary
databases. In addition, in this version an improved client version has been in-
cluded. A VSDMIP system relies on external VS tools to work.

Several configurations are posible, however the three most common are:

• All in one. Database management system, VS tools and client in the same ma-
chine. This could lead to a lost of performance except a big number of proces-
sors are available in the machine (i.e. SMP with quad cores).

• The database management system and the client in one computer and the VS
tools in a queue system with several computers. This configuration have a
mixed performace, SBVS may have optimum behaviour while LBVS will suffer
from some limitations

5
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• Everything separated. The database, the queue system and the client in several
different machines. This configuration will reach the optimum perfomance in
both SBVS and LBVS.

• Local. Without the queue system and without the database, VSDMIP is still
able to perform single docking calculations from a client machine. This con-
figuration is only suitable for a limited number of operations and can achieve
very poor performance.

Whatever the configuration is chosen, direct network access is necessary between
clients and server: the database server has to be accessible from queue system
hosts and the clients to perform the basic operations. The Client and the queue
systems should be share storage trough NFS or Samba in order to copy and ex-
tract data in some cases (i.e. grids for docking) but the system could have several
features available without this access.

From now on, we will assume that the database management system is installed
on a computer named dbmaster.example.net, and all the other software is in-
stalled in master.farm.example.net. However, remember that it is perfectly pos-
sible to install everything in the same computer, in such case, substitute both
computer names by localhost or whatever DNS name your computer has.

If only local installation is desired, you have to install only the client side package
which contains everything to perform single docking

The installation order for a VSDMIP system is:

1. Set up the MySQL server and add a new database.

2. Set up the OpenPBS/Torque queue system.

3. Install the VSDMIP platform software.

4. Install the client software.

5. Set up the system interconnectivity.

6. Check the installation and follow tutorial.

The order of steps 1-2, 3 and 4 are interchangeable

Obtaining VSDMIP
The software is freely distributed for academic and research purposes upon re-
quest. For more information please visit http://ub.cbm.uam.es/VSDMIP.html.

Unpacking
The source distribution is divided in a source package and a PyMol plugin:

• Source package. Contains the local and cluster codes.

• PyMOL plygin. Download the file vsdmip.py from the web and install using
the PyMOL plugin installer dialog.

Plugin−→Manage Plugins−→Install

and select the file vsdmip.py

To unpack the source distrubution, follow the next steps:

[user@node $] mkdir $HOME/VSDMIP/ ; cd $HOME/VSDMIP

[user@node $] tar -jxvf vsdmip_1.5.0_source.tbz

The structure of directories is the following (where $VSDMIP is your unpacking
path by default):
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• $VSDMIP/VSDB. Contains the library and the programs to run in the queue
system.

• $VSDMIP/local/CGRID. Contains the code to generate the grids for docking.

• $VSDMIP/local/CDOCK. Contains the code to perform the docking based on
the grids generated by CGRID.

• $VSDMIP/local/ALFA. Contains the code to perform conformational analysis.

• $VSDMIP/local/ISM. Contains the code analyze score and evaluate complex
energy.

• $VSDMIP/local/GFUSION. Contains the code to perform analysis of grid gen-
erated by CGRID.

• $VSDMIP/local/GTP. Contains the code to generate 3D fingerprints based on
pharmacophoric points.

• $VSDMIP/local/eulerAnglesAndTransVector. Contains the code to peform in-
ternal operations.

• $VSDMIP/local/openbabel-2.3.0_mod. Contains a full OpenBABEL version
with patches to generate fingerprints.

MySQL Database Management System installation and setup
If you have not installed MySQL server in your system you may download it
from MySQL web page1 or use the packages available for your distribution:

In the case of CentOS or RedHat-like systems

% yum install mysql-server

In the case of Debian/Ubuntu

% apt-get install mysql-server

Make sure your installation supports InnoDB tables (which is supported by de-
fault), since VSDMIP requires this kind of tables in order to use transactions.
You, or your database administrator should assure enought space for database
storage. This can be check in the configuration file /etc/my.cnf. An example is
shown here:

table_cache = 1024
sort_buffer_size = 5M
read_buffer_size = 5M
thread_cache_size = 64
thread_concurrency = 1
log-slow-queries
log-queries-not-using-indexes
key_buffer_size = 256M
max_connections = 150
tmp_table_size = 64M
innodb_data_home_dir=/data/MySQL/
innodb_log_group_home_dir=/data/MySQL/
innodb_log_arch_dir = /data/MySQL/
innodb_buffer_pool_size = 512M
innodb_additionak_mem_pool_size = 20M
innodb_log_file_size = 5M
innodb_log_buffer_size = 8M
innodb_flush_log_at_trx_commit = 1
innodb_lock_wait_timeout = 50
innodb_buffer_pool_size=1024M

If MySQL has been installed for the first time, security and configurations tasks
should be performed following MySQL reference guide (2.4.16 "Post-Installation
Setup and Testing") and your distribution specific information.
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Now, that MySQL server is running, you should create the database schema of
VSDMIP and fill it with the initial data set, this could be acomplish following
these commands:

[user@dbmaster $] mysql -u root -p
Enter password:
Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands en with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 1 to the server version: 5.0.22-log

Type ’help;’ or ’\h’ for help. Type ’\c’ to clear the buffer.

mysql> CREATE DATABASE VSDB;
mysql> GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON VSDB.* TO ’vsdbuser’@’%’ IDENTIFIED BY ’mypassword’ WITH GRANT OPTION;
mysql> FLUSH PRIVILEGES
mysql> quit

[user@dbmaster $] mysql -u root -p -D VSDB < $VSDMIP/VSDB/UDFs/VSDMIP15.sql
Enter password:

Installing queue system
First, obtain the Torque system from Cluster resource web page2 or from your dis-
tribution repository.

In the case of CentOS or RedHat-like systems calculation nodes:

[user@node $] yum install torque torque-client torque-mom

And in the main node:

[user@master $] yum install torque-scheduler torque-server

Warning
You have to install Torque (at least node execution part) in all nodes

Configuration of Torque batch system is out of the scope of this manual, but there
are plenty of documentation and resources available at the World Wide Web.
Nevertheless, here are some basic tips that works in some cases following:

• Compute nodes

Configure your nodes to be clients of the master node selected:
[user@node $] vi /var/torque/mom_priv/config

Append the following line:
$pbsserver my-ip-from-master-node

Then, configure your nodes to run pbs_mom at startup

• Server node

Let’s assume you have the default queue and system ready. You only need to
set up a list of nodes to send tasks:
[user@master $] vi /var/torque/server_priv/nodes

Append the corresponding lines:
nodo1 np=4
nodo2 np=2
nodo3 np=1

This example add three nodes with 4, 2 and 1 processors/cores each one

Then configure your nodes to run pbs_server and pbs_sched at startup
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Installing VSDMIP platform included software

Dependencies
Before compiling and installing VSDMIP included software you need to make
sure the following elements are located in standard paths. If it is not the case,
configuration parameters within CMAKE can be change defining compilation
time variables as described in the next section.

• The paths to the MySQL libraries and include files.

• The paths to the MySQL++ libraries and include files.

• The path where you want to install VSDMIP platform and the included VS
software.

• Optionally, you need the paths to:

• DOCK 3.5 installation.

• XScore 1.2.1 installation.

• AMBER installation.

• DelPhi 4 installation.

• MOPAC 7 installation.

• Corina 3.0.5 installation.

• OpenEye installation or license.

• AutoDock.

Install MySQL++ if it is not yet installed. MySQL++ is a C++ wrapper for
MySQL’s C API. It is needed to compile the VSDB library and associated
programs. You can obtain the lastest version from MySQL++ web page3 or
from your distribution repository. In the case of source code, you can install
MySQL++ in any directory of your choice.

In the case of CentOS or RedHat-like systems:

[user@node $] yum install mysql++ mysql++-devel

For simplicity, we assume that you have installed it into the
$VSDMIP/bin/mysql++ directory using the prefix option when executing the
MySQL++ configuration script.

[user@node $] ./configure ; make ; make install

If the MySQL libraries and header files are not in the standard location, we also
indicate where they are with the expression --with-mysql=/mysql-base-dir or --
mysql-lib=/usr/lib(64)/mysql

In the MySQL++ web page you can also found the manuals, instructions about
compilation are in the README file inside the distribution. MySQL libraries and
header files are necessary to compiler the wrapper, so you will need to install
them first in your computer; if they are not installed, you can obtain them from
the same place as the rest of MySQL software or from your distribution reposi-
tory.

To modify the default values of paths and environment you should change the
values at configuration time. A detalied information of every variable can be
found in the following table

Table 3-1. VSDMIP CMAKE variables description

Variable name Content Default value
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Variable name Content Default value
mysql++_include Header files for

MySQL++
Automatically set unless
it is not found in
standard locations

mysql_include Header files for MySQL Automatically set unless
it is not found in
standard locations

mysql++_libs Library files for
MySQL++

Automatically set unless
it is not found in
standard locations

mysql_libs Library files for MySQL Automatically set unless
it is not found in
standard location

openeye_include Header files of the
OpenEye toolkit for
ALFA

/usr/local/openeye/include
or
/usr/openeye/include

openeye_oebio_library OEBIO library from
Openeye

liboebio.a in
/usr/local/openeye/lib
or /usr/openeye/lib

openeye_oechem_library OECHEM library from
Openeye

liboechem.a in
/usr/local/openeye/lib
or /usr/openeye/lib

openeye_oesystem_libraryOESYSTEM library from
Openeye

liboesystem.a in
/usr/local/openeye/lib
or /usr/openeye/lib

openeye_oeplatform_libraryOEPLATFORM library
from Openeye

liboeplatform.a
/usr/local/openeye/lib
or /usr/openeye/lib

Z_LIBS Path to the zlib
compression library

libz.a in standard system
locations

THREAD_LIBS Path to the thread libs libpthread.a in standard
system locations

oelibs All openeye libs together Automatically defined

CMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIXInstallation directory for
the software

/usr/local/vsdmip

Now, the distribution can be built and installed. First we have to prepare the local
program, then the cluster programs and finally the SQL modules for the database.
For the local programs:

[user@node $] cd $HOME/VSDMIP/local
[user@node $] mkdir build ; cd build
[user@node $] cmake ../
-- The C compiler identification is GNU
-- The CXX compiler identification is GNU
-- Check for working C compiler: /usr/bin/gcc
-- Check for working C compiler: /usr/bin/gcc -- works
-- Detecting C compiler ABI info
-- Detecting C compiler ABI info - done
-- Check for working CXX compiler: /usr/bin/c++
-- Check for working CXX compiler: /usr/bin/c++ -- works
-- Detecting CXX compiler ABI info
-- Detecting CXX compiler ABI info - done
-- The Fortran compiler identification is GNU
-- Check for working Fortran compiler: /usr/bin/gfortran
-- Check for working Fortran compiler: /usr/bin/gfortran -- works
-- Detecting Fortran compiler ABI info
-- Detecting Fortran compiler ABI info - done
-- Checking whether /usr/bin/gfortran supports Fortran 90

10
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-- Checking whether /usr/bin/gfortran supports Fortran 90 -- yes
-- Configuring done
-- Generating done
-- Build files have been written to: /root/VSDMIP/local/build

(Or very similar output)

[user@node $] make
Scanning dependencies of target ALFA.exe
[ 0%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/ALFA.exe.dir/ALFA/ALFA.cpp.o
[ 1%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/ALFA.exe.dir/ALFA/RotatableBond.cpp.o
[ 2%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/ALFA.exe.dir/ALFA/TorsionRule.cpp.o
Linking CXX executable ALFA.exe
[ 2%] Built target ALFA.exe
Scanning dependencies of target CDOCK.exe
[ 2%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/amoeba.f.o
[ 3%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/clock.f.o
[ 4%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/ematr.f.o
[ 4%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/eulerAnglesAndTransVector.f.o
[ 5%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/GetExternalDistance.f.o
[ 6%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/GetExternalOverlapsFromNeighbors.f.o
[ 6%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/GetHydrogenBondsCDOCK.f.o
[ 7%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/getime.f.o
[ 8%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/GetInternalDistance.f.o
[ 9%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/GetISM.f.o
[ 9%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/GetMinLigLength.f.o
[ 10%] Building Fortran object CMakeFiles/CDOCK.exe.dir/CDOCK/GetNearestGridPoint.f.o

( More log info )

[user@node $] make install (as root)

These steps should build and install:

• ALFA

• CDOCK

• CGRID

• eulerAnglesAndTransVector.

• GFUSION

• GTP

• ISM

Then, we have to install openbabel-2.3.0_mod package, which have an indepen-
dent CMake building system:

[user@node $] mkdir -p $HOME/VSDMIP/local/openbabel-2.3.0_mod/build ; cd $HOME/VSDMIP/local/openbabel-2.3.0_mod/build
[user@node $] cmake ../ -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr/local/vsdmip/
[user@node $] make
[user@node $] make install (as root)

To finish the installation we have to declare the variable OE_LICENSE
to the place where the Openeye license file is located (usually at
/usr/local/vsdmip/share/oe_license.txt. To this purpose we should edit the
file /etc/profile and add the next line for Bash:

export OE_LICENSE=/usr/local/vsdmip/share/oe_license.txt

Or in the case of tcsh/csh

setenv OE_LICENSE /usr/local/vsdmip/share/oe_license.txt

Now we will try to build the cluster programs which will provide the following
applications:

• VSDMIP core library.
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• VSDMIP modules.

• calculateXScore.

• getMol2.

• getPDBforCDOCK3.

• getResultsFromDOCK.

• getResultsFromVS.

• insertVSDB.

• runAutoDock.

• runCDOCK.

• runDelPhiAndApolar.

• runDOCKFilter.

• runFredFilter.

• runGTP.

• runISM.

• runRocsFilter.

Follow the next steps in order to compile the source code:

[user@node $] cd $HOME/VSDMIP/VSDB/VSDBLibrary/Release
[user@node $] cmake ../
-- The C compiler identification is GNU
-- The CXX compiler identification is GNU
-- Check for working C compiler: /usr/bin/gcc

( More output)

[user@node $] make
[ 2%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/vsdb.dir/ProgramInterface/GTPInterface.cpp.o
[ 4%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/vsdb.dir/ProgramInterface/CorinaInterface.cpp.o
[ 6%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/vsdb.dir/ProgramInterface/CorinaResult.cpp.o

( More log info )

Once we have the libraries compiled we can start the process for the programs:

[user@node $] cd $HOME/VSDMIP/VSDB/VSDBPrograms/
[user@node $] mkdir build ; cd build
[user@node $] cmake ../
-- The C compiler identification is GNU
-- The CXX compiler identification is GNU
-- Check for working C compiler: /usr/bin/gcc

( More output)

[user@node $] make
Scanning dependencies of target calculateXScore.exe
[ 6%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/calculateXScore.exe.dir/src/calculateXScore.cpp.o
Linking CXX executable calculateXScore.exe
[ 6%] Built target calculateXScore.exe
Scanning dependencies of target getLigandsVolume.exe
[ 13%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/getLigandsVolume.exe.dir/src/getLigandsVolume.cpp.o

( More log info )

[user@node $] make install

Last step includes the modules for MySQL and requires a MySQL service already
configured:

[user@node $] mkdir -p $HOME/VSDMIP/VSDB/UDFs/build ; cd $HOME/VSDMIP/VSDB/UDFs/build
[user@node $] cmake ../
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- The C compiler identification is GNU
-- The CXX compiler identification is GNU
-- Check for working C compiler: /usr/bin/gcc
-- Check for working C compiler: /usr/bin/gcc -- works
-- Detecting C compiler ABI info
-- Detecting C compiler ABI info - done
-- Check for working CXX compiler: /usr/bin/c++
-- Check for working CXX compiler: /usr/bin/c++ -- works
-- Detecting CXX compiler ABI info
-- Detecting CXX compiler ABI info - done
-- Configuring done
-- Generating done
-- Build files have been written to: /root/VSDMIP/VSDB/UDFs/build
[user@node $] make
Scanning dependencies of target My3DSearch
[ 20%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/My3DSearch.dir/My3DSearch.cpp.o
Linking CXX shared library libMy3DSearch.so
[ 20%] Built target My3DSearch
Scanning dependencies of target MyCentroids
[ 40%] Building C object CMakeFiles/MyCentroids.dir/centroids.c.o
Linking C shared library libMyCentroids.so
[ 40%] Built target MyCentroids
Scanning dependencies of target MyFusion
[ 60%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/MyFusion.dir/MyFusion.cpp.o
Linking CXX shared library libMyFusion.so
[ 60%] Built target MyFusion
Scanning dependencies of target MyHibrid
[ 80%] Building C object CMakeFiles/MyHibrid.dir/MyHibrid.c.o
Linking C shared library libMyHibrid.so
[ 80%] Built target MyHibrid
Scanning dependencies of target MyPart
[100%] Building CXX object CMakeFiles/MyPart.dir/MyPart.cpp.o
Linking CXX shared library libMyPart.so
[100%] Built target MyPart
[user@node $] make install

Now we have to define the modules inside MySQL, to do so we should run a
SQL script located in /usr/local/vsdmip/share/define_UDFs.sql

[user@dbmaster $] mysql -u root -p -D VSDB < /usr/local/vsdmip/share/define_UDFs.sql
Enter password:

If no errors are displayed, the distribution is installed and can be tested

Reference section includes information on all the installed programs

If you have not installed Mopac 7, install the provided Mopac 7 or directly from
your distribution respository.

From RedHat-like systems

[user@node $] yum install mopac7

From source

[user@node $] make ; make install

VSDMIP provides binaries of MOPAC 7 Public domain for Linux.

Configuring remote access without password prompt
In order to execute remote command you should be able to login automatically
in the remote system

To activate this mode, you should generate a pair of keys (public and private)
in the client machine with the following command and pressing enter in all the
questions:

[user@node $] ssh-keygen
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Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/root/.ssh/id_rsa):
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):
Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in /root/.ssh/id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in /root/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
43:2b:06:93:8e:8b:36:0f:46:aa:82:2b:e8:98:ea:1a root@squeeze

In the case of a Windows system, you should do the same using a cygwin envi-
ronment or with your favourite SSH client application

Following, copy the contents of the file $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa.pub and it to the
remote machine file $HOME/.ssh/authorized_keys

If the machine is the same for client and server parts, simply execute the following
command:

[user@node $] cat $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa.pub >> $HOME/.ssh/authorized_keys

Finally test the access without password in the remove machine

From Binary distribution

Supported systems
In this new version, binary package support has been included. However, few
systems are supported at this moment:.

• Scientific Linux 6 i686/x86_64

• GNU/Debian Squeeze i386/amd64

• Windows XP/Vista/7 (only local)

Systems not included in this list may work without problems (specially RHES 6
clones), but the test were carried out only in these platforms

Common steps
Before installing the binary packages and depending on the target platform, you
may need to install certain packages such as OpenBabel and mopac. Also, you
will need a OpenEye Academic License in order to run the platform, which is
provided free of charge by OpenEye. For more detail about this license see the
installation from source section

To set up the license we have to declare the variable OE_LICENSE
to the place where the Openeye license file is located (usually at
/usr/local/vsdmip/share/oe_license.txt. To this purpose we should edit the
file /etc/profile, the file $HOME/.bashrc or the file $HOME/.tcshrc and add the
next line for Bash:

export OE_LICENSE=/usr/local/vsdmip/share/oe_license.txt

Or in the case of tcsh/csh

setenv OE_LICENSE /usr/local/vsdmip/share/oe_license.txt

Scientific Linux and Red Hat Enterprise server clones
Download the required packages at the VSDMIP web page and proceed with the
next commands:
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[user@node $] rpm -ivh vsdmip_local_pack_$platform_$architecture_1.5.rpm
vsdmip_pack_$platform_$architecture_1.5.rpm vsdmip_udf_pack_$platform_$architecture_1.5.rpm
[user@node $] cd /usr/local/vsdmip/
[user@node $] $DOWNLOAD_PATH/vsdmip_openbabel-2.3.0-mod_$platform_$architecture_1.5.sh
vsdmip-openbabel-mod Installer Version: 0.1.1, Copyright (c) Humanity
This is a self-extracting archive.
The archive will be extracted to: /usr/local/vsdmip

If you want to stop extracting, please press Ctrl-C
LICENSE
=======

This is an installer created using CPack (http://www.cmake.org). No license provided.

Do you accept the license? [yN]:
y
By default the vsdmip-openbabel-mod will be installed in:
"/usr/local/vsdmip/openbabel-2.3.0-mod_vsdmip15"
Do you want to include the subdirectory openbabel-2.3.0-mod_vsdmip15?
Saying no will install in: "/usr/local/vsdmip" [Yn]:
n

Using target directory: /usr/local/vsdmip
Extracting, please wait...

Warning
You must answer no at the second question in order to properyly
install OpenBabel 2.3.0_mod in the correct path and not in a sub-
directory

Debian and clones (Ubuntu)
Download the required packages at the VSDMIP web page and proceed with the
next commands:

[user@node $] dpkg -i vsdmip_local_pack_$platform_$architecture_1.5.dpkg
vsdmip_pack_$platform_$architecture_1.5.dpkg vsdmip_udf_pack_$platform_$architecture_1.5.dpkg
[user@node $] cd /usr/local/vsdmip/
[user@node $] $DOWNLOAD_PATH/vsdmip_openbabel-2.3.0-mod_$platform_$architecture_1.5.sh
vsdmip-openbabel-mod Installer Version: 0.1.1, Copyright (c) Humanity
This is a self-extracting archive.
The archive will be extracted to: /usr/local/vsdmip

If you want to stop extracting, please press Ctrl-C
LICENSE
=======

This is an installer created using CPack (http://www.cmake.org). No license provided.

Do you accept the license? [yN]:
y
By default the vsdmip-openbabel-mod will be installed in:
"/usr/local/vsdmip/openbabel-2.3.0-mod_vsdmip15"
Do you want to include the subdirectory openbabel-2.3.0-mod_vsdmip15?
Saying no will install in: "/usr/local/vsdmip" [Yn]:
n

Using target directory: /usr/local/vsdmip
Extracting, please wait...
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Warning
You must answer no at the second question in order to properyly
install OpenBabel 2.3.0_mod in the correct path and not in a sub-
directory

Now, you have to install openbabel and mopac7-bin packages in order to me able
to run the platform properyly.

[user@node $] apt-get install mopac7-bin openbabel

Database modules and schema
Once the software is installed, a database should be created and populated:

[user@dbmaster $] mysql -u root -p -D VSDB < /usr/local/vsdmip/share/define_UDFs.sql
Enter password:

[user@dbmaster $] mysql -u root -p -D VSDB < /usr/local/vsdmip/share/VSDMIP15.sql
Enter password:

For a full explanation of the MySQL installation see the source code installation
section.

Windows installation
Download the auto-installer and follow the instructions. Then install PyMOL and
the plugin and configure the paths in the application as explained in Plugin man-
ual sections

Plugin installation
Download the file vsdmip.py from the web and install using the PyMOL plugin
installer dialog.

Plugin−→Manage Plugins−→Install

At the first run, configure application paths for the local programs and remote
cluster, ensuring you have access to the cluster nodes using passwordless SSH

Warning
In order to run remote commnands from the plugin you should
be able to login to the remote machine without a password (us-
ing keys) and without any prompt. To configure login using keys,
please read the source code installation section about SSH-key lo-
gin.

Notes
1. http://www.mysql.com

2. http://www.clusterresources.com/products/torque-resource-manager.php

3. http://www.tangesoft.net/mysql++/
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Overview
In this section, a detailed description of the data model with its relations and
attributes will be covered. This model is optimized to re-use the information of
the ligands and the results of the screening without redundant information.

Database overview

Tables
Brief description of the tables in VSDB database.

ORIGINDB
Providers of molecules are stored in this table, allowing to group molecules with
a common name and URL for information.

Table 4-1. ORIGINDB fields

Field name Description
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Field name Description
ID_ORIGINDB Integer value. ID of the source of

molecules.

NAME Varchar. Name of the source of
molecules.

URL Varchar. URL of the provider.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

MOLECULE
Contains the main information about ligands and 2D structure. An ID is assigned
to each molecule at insert time, also the SMILES code and the global charge is
stored in this table.

Table 4-2. MOLECULE fields

Field name Description

ID_ORIGINDB Integer value. ID of the source of
molecules.

ID_MOLECULE Integer value. ID of the molecules.

SMILES Varchar. 1D representation of the
molecule.

GLOBAL_CHARGE Integer. Value of the charge of the
molecule.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

CONFIGURATION
Stores 3D structures generated by CORINA software for each molecule. Coor-
dinates, atomic codes, MOL2 types and topology of the molecules are stored in
this table along with some data about torsionals generated by ALFA and charges
generated by MOPAC.

Table 4-3. CONFIGURATION fields

Field name Description

ID_CONFIGURATION Integer value. ID of the configuration.

ID_MOLECULE Integer value. ID of the molecules.

COORDINATES Varchar. 3D coordinates of the
configuration. They are stored in
triplets of coordinates (x,y,z) separated
by blanck spaces and a delimiter ";" at
the end.

ATOM_CODES Varchar. Basic atomic codes (integer
numbers) for atoms in the
configuration. They are stored
separated by ";" delimiters. Each type
should be related with values in
ATOM_CODE table.

MOL2TYPES Varchar. Type of atoms for MOL2
format generated by CORINA. They
are stored delimited by ";".
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Field name Description
ALFA_TYPES Varchar. Type of atoms (integer

numbers) assigned by ALFA
corresponding to AMBER types for
ligands. Each value is delimited by ";"
and should be contained in the table
ALFA_TYPE.

TOPOLOGY Varchar. Topology of the configuration
obtained from the bond section of the
MOL2 file generated by CORINA.
Each bond is represented by a triplet
of integer values (first atom, second
atom and type of bond) and delimited
by ";".

TORSIONALS Varchar. Torsionals from ALFA
composed by 4 indexes (integer
numbers) of atoms delimited by
spaces. Each torsional is again
delimited by ";".

ANGLES Varchar. Angles from ALFA for each
torsional. Stored as real numbers
delimited by spaces. Each group is
delimited by ";".

CHARGES Varchar. MOPAC charges for every
atom of the ligand.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

CONFORMER
Stores the conformers of each ligand in a compress format which allows to recon-
struct the structure from the origianl configuration.

Table 4-4. CONFORMER fields

Field name Description

ID_CONFORMER Integer value. ID of the conformer
which also is the combination of
angles to generate the conformer.

ID_CONFIGURATION Integer value. ID of the configuration.

ID_MOLECULE Integer value. ID of the molecules.

VDW_ENERGY Real. Value of the energy for the
compound calculated by ALFA.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

DOCK_FILTER
Stores the header of DOCK filters for virtual screenings.

Table 4-5. DOCK_FILTERS fields

Field name Description

ID_DOCK_FILTER Integer value. ID of the filter.
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Field name Description
DESCRIPTION Varchar. Description of the filter.

ID_PROTEIN Integer value. ID of the protein.

MEAN_SCORE Real. Mean of the scores of this filter
stored in RESULT_DF.

STDEV_SCORE Real. Standard deviation of the scores
of this filter stored in RESULT_DF.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

RESULT_DF
Stores the results of the filters for each protein with scores and information of the
ligands.

Table 4-6. RESULT_DF fields

Field name Description

ID_DOCK_FILTER Integer value. ID of the filter.

ID_CONFORMER Integer value. ID of the conformer
which also is the combination of
angles to generate the conformer.

ID_CONFIGURATION Integer value. ID of the configuration.

ID_MOLECULE Integer value. ID of the molecules.

SCORE Integer. Score for ligands.

EULER_ANGLES Varchar. Euler angles to obtain the
rotation matrix for the conformer in
the active center. Stored as 3 real
values delimited by spaces.

TRANSVECTOR Varchar. Translation vector for the
center of mass of the conformer to the
active center. Stored as 3 real values
delimited by spaces.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

VIRTUAL_SCREENING
Stores information about virtual screenings.

Table 4-7. VIRTUAL_SCREENING fields

Field name Description

ID_VIRTUAL_SCREENING Integer value. ID of the screening.

DESCRIPTION Varchar. Description of the screening.

ID_PROTEIN Integer value. ID of the protein.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.
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RESULT_VS
Stores the results of the screening experiments for each protein with scores and
information of the ligands.

Table 4-8. RESULT_VS fields

Field name Description

ID_VIRTUAL_SCREENING Integer value. ID of the screening.

ID_CONFORMER Integer value. ID of the conformer
which also is the combination of
angles to generate the conformer.

ID_CONFIGURATION Integer value. ID of the configuration.

ID_MOLECULE Integer value. ID of the molecules.

VDW_ENERGY Real. van der Waals energy of the
pose.

COULOMBIC_ENERGY Real. Coulombic energy of the pose.

DESOLVR_ENERGY Real. Desolvation energy of the
receptor for the pose.

DESOLVL_ENERGY Real. Desolvation energy of the ligand
for the pose.

APOLAR_ENERGY Real. Apolar energy of the pose.

EULER_ANGLES Varchar. Euler angles to obtain the
rotation matrix for the conformer in
the active center. Stored as 3 real
values delimited by spaces.

TRANSVECTOR Varchar. Translation vector for the
center of mass of the conformer to the
active center. Stored as 3 real values
delimited by spaces.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

FINGER_TYPE
Stores the definitions of fingerprints avilable in the database. This table is in-
corpored to VSDMIP in this version (1.5) and it is part of the new ligand-based
virtual screening system.

Table 4-9. FINGER_TYPE fields

Field name Description

ID_FINGER_TYPE Integer value. ID of the type.

DESCRIPTION Varchar. Brief description of the
fingeprint type.

NATURE Varchar. Classification of the
fingerprint type.

FINGERPRINTS
Stores 2D fingerprints for each ligand in the database. This table is also part of
the extension to implement ligand-based virtual screening on top the database.
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Table 4-10. FINGERPRINTS fields

Field name Description

ID_FINGEPRINT Integer value. ID of the fingerprint.

ID_MOLECULE Integer value. ID of the molecule.

ID_FINGER_TYPE Integer value. ID of the fingerprint
type.

FINGERPRINT Varchar. Fingerprint in ascii format
described by 0/1 combinations of
limited length.

PHARMACOPHORES
Stores 3D fingerprints for each ligand in the database. This table is part of the
extension to implement ligand-based virtual screening on top the database.

Table 4-11. PHARMACOPHORES fields

Field name Description

ID_CONFORMER Integer value. ID of the conformer.

ID_FINGER_TYPE Integer value. ID of the fingerprint
type.

FINGERPRINT Varchar. Fingerprint in compressed
format.

ATOM_CODE
Stores the numbers to identify the atomic types.

Table 4-12. ATOM_CODE fields

Field name Description

ID_ATOM_CODE Integer value. ID of the code.

CODE Varchar. String to represent the atom
(code).

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

The default values are loaded at installation time with the database schema and
the equivalence is defined by:

Table 4-13. ATOM_CODE default values

ID_ATOM_CODE CODE

1 H

6 C

7 N

8 O

9 F

15 P

16 F
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ID_ATOM_CODE CODE
17 Cl

35 Br

53 I

ALFA_TYPE
Stores the numbers to identify the atomic types for ALFA.

Table 4-14. ALFA_TYPE fields

Field name Description

ID_ALFA_TYPE Integer value. ID of the type.

RADIUS Real. Atomic radius for the type.

DESCRIPTION Varchar. Brief description of the atom
type.

LAST_UPDATE Timestamp. Date and time of the last
modification.

User defined functions
This section will cover the new user defined functions (UDF) for MySQL
which implement all the ligand-based virtual screening capabilities on top of
the database and allow to use SQL querys on molecular data. These functions
should be used trought the new GUI implemented as a plugin for PyMOL,
however, the real flexibility of the system can only be exploited generating
customized SQL sentences integrating the functions described in this section.

MolSearch_tanimoto
The main objective of this function is to allow a basic similarity measure using
the Tanimoto coefficient of two fingerprints.

Usage: MolSearch_tanimoto(1,2)
1: Molecule fingerprint field
2: Query fingerprint

Example: SELECT MolSearch_tanimoto(FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT,
’0001111010010101010101010101’) FROM FINGERPRINTS LIMIT 1;

Example: CREATE VIEW v1 as SELECT MOLECULE.SMILES,MolSearch_tanimoto(
FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT,’0001111010010101010101010101’)
AS SCORE FROM MOLECULES,FINGERPRINTS WHERE
MOLECULES.ID_MOLECULE= FINGERPRINTS:ID_MOLECULE AND
FINGERPRINTS.ID_FINGER_TYPE=1;

SELECT * FROM v1 WHERE SCORE > 0.8;

MolSearch_tversky
The main objective of this function is to allow a basic similarity measure using
the Tversky index of two fingerprints.

Usage: MolSearch_tversky(1,2,3,4)
1: Molecule fingerprint field
2: Query fingerprint
3: Alfa value as string
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4: Beta value as string

Example: SELECT MolSearch_tversky(FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT,
’0001111010010101010101010101’,’100’,’0’) FROM FINGERPRINTS LIMIT 1;

MolSearch_rule
The main objective of this function is to allow a basic similarity measure using
a simple comparation of activated position in two fingerprints. This is useful to
filter using chemical groups required/banned for ligands.

Usage: MolSearch_rule(1,2)
1: Molecule fingerprint field
2: Query fingerprint

Example: SELECT MolSearch_rule(FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT,
’000000000000010000000000000000001’) FROM FINGERPRINTS LIMIT 1;

selectfp
This function will reduce the length of the fingerprint using only the selected
positions.

Usage: selectfp(1,2,3)
1: Number of bits (length of the fingerprint)
2: Selected position in the format: "26;35;45-68;102;"
3: Fingerprint field

Example: SELECT selectfp(166,’26;35;45-68;102;’,
FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT FROM FINGERPRINTS LIMIT 1;

kl_analisis
This function will calculate the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and report the
most significative bits of active compounds against selected compounds in the
SQL clause.

Usage: klanalisis(1,2,3,4)
1: Positive flag value (ID of the database with active compounds).
2: Number of bits of the fingerprint.
3: Positive flag field.
4: Fingerprint field.

Example: SELECT klanalisis(1,166,ID_ORIGINDB,
FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT) FROM FINGERPRINTS;

MolSearch_fusion
This function will perform a scoring fusion with the calculated scores.

Usage: MolSearch_fusion(1,score1,score2,...)
1: Algorithm ("MAX","MIN","AVERAGE","PRODUCT")
2-n: Scores

Example: Let be a1 and a2 two views of MolSearch_tanimoto as score

SELECT MolSearch_fusion("MAX",a1.score,a2.score)
FROM a1,a2;
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centroids
This function will try to resume the selected fingerprints using a frequence anal-
ysis into a single fingerprint.

Usage: centroids(1,2,3,4)
1: Positive flag value (ID of active database)
2: Number of bits (Fingerprint length)
3: Positive flag field
4: Fingerprint field

Example: SELECT centroids(1,166,MOLECULE.ID_ORIGINDB,
FINGERPRINTS.FINGERPRINT) FROM MOLECULE,
FINGERPRINTS WHERE
MOLECULE.ID_MOLECULE=FINGERPRINT.ID_MOLECULE;
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getMol2.exe
It obtains the base 3D structures (information in the CONFIGURATION table) for
a ligand in the database.

Table 5-1. getMol2.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-idMolecule molecule identificator. REQUIRED

getPDBforCDOCK3.exe
It obtains a multi-PDB file with the best conformers for a molecule.

Table 5-2. getPDBforCDOCK3.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-idMolecule molecule identificator. REQUIRED

-howManyConformers number of best
conformers to be
selected.

Default: 100

getResultsFromDOCK.exe
This program obtains the results of a filter with a zscore greater or equal than the
value passed as parameter. The output format is multi-mol2.

Table 5-3. getResultsFromDOCK.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-idDockFilter id of the dock from
which the results will be
obtained.

REQUIRED

-outputFile name of the multi-mol2
output file.

REQUIRED

-zScore Only take results using
this value of ZScore.

Default: 5.0

getResultsFromVS.exe
It obtains the best results of a screening. The output format can be multi-mol2 or
multi-pdb. It also gives a tabulated table with information for each result.

Table 5-4. getResultsFromVS.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-idVirtualScreening id of the virtual
screening for which the
results will be obtained.

REQUIRED
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Parameter Description Comments
-outputFile name of the

multi-molecule and
tabulated (.data) text
output files.

REQUIRED

-idQuery id of the query used from
config file.

REQUIRED

-isPDBOutput indicate if the output is
in PDB format (yes) or
multi-mol2 format (no).

Default: no

-differentMolecules indicate if the output will
have results with only
different molecules (yes)
or repeated molecules
will be allowed (no).

Default: no

The different query types are configured in the XML config file (subnode querys).
Each query has several attributes: id (the identification in the input command
line), howMany (how many results obtain), sortBySumOf (fields used to get the
total energy) and order (ASC or DESC). Be careful, if you want the results to be
sorted by several fields then all these fields should be not null in order to be
considered.

insertVSDB.exe
It obtains the best results of a screening. The output format can be multi-mol2 or
multi-pdb. It also gives a tabulated table with information for each result.

Table 5-5. insertVSDB.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing a smiles
molecule and its code in
each line (first line must
be the origin database
name).

REQUIRED

-outputFolder folder where the
preparation will be saved
in mode 1.

REQUIRED in mode 1.

-numProcessors number processors to
use.

Default: 1

-mode mode of execution. Allowed values: 0 -
normal mode; 1 - to
queues; 2 - from queues.
Default: 0

-differentMolecules indicate if the output will
have results with only
different molecules (yes)
or repeated molecules
will be allowed (no).

Default: no

The input file must contain as first line: DATABASE_NAME: name, where name
is the name you want to give to the group of molecules. The rest of the lines have
the same format: smilesCode space nameForMolecule, where smilesCode is the
SMILES representation of the molecule, and nameForMolecule is a name or code
(without spaces) for the molecule. The names can be repeated, but the SMILES
code must be unique into a group (DATABASE_NAME).

If the DATABASE_NAME does not exist in the database (table ORIGINDB) then
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a new record will be created and the program will write the id assigned to this
new group. But if the DATABASE_NAME already exists, then all the molecules
will be inserted under its group identification (obtained from ORIGINDB table).

runAutoDock.exe
This program is used to run AutoDock with the ligands of the database and insert
the results again.

Table 5-6. runAutoDock.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing ids of
molecules or ids of
RESULT_DF table
(idDockFil-
ter_idMolecule_idConfiguration_idConformer)
in order to perform
AutoDock with they.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database

-dpfFile AutoDock parameters
file.

REQUIRED

-gridsFolder path of the folder
containing the grid files
(*.map and *.fld).

REQUIRED

-idVirtualScreening id of the virtual
screening for which the
results will be associated.

If not specified, then a
new virtual screening
will be inserted.

-idProtein id of the protein for
which the dock will be
associated.

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

-useFilter indicate if a filter must be
used.

Allowed values: yes; no.
(Only without inputFile)
Default: yes.

-useDatabases ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-useDOCKFilters ids list of dock filters
used (Example:
-useDOCKFilters 1,4,3)
WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
yes.

-zScore minimum ZScore
allowed (positive or
negative) for taken poses
from dock filter.

Only without inputFile
and useFilter = yes.
Default: 5.0.

-maxConformerZScore maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

Only with inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 5.0.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.

Only for inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 100.
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When a new screening is created then the id is written in the screen or log file. If
you use the idVirtualScreening parameter then all the results will be associated
to this screening.

runCDOCK3.exe
This program is used to run CDOCK3 with the ligands of the database and insert
the results again.

Table 5-7. runCDOCK3.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing ids of
molecules or ids of
RESULT_DF table
(idDockFil-
ter_idMolecule_idConfiguration_idConformer)
in order to perform
CDOCK with they.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database

-gridsFolder path of the folder
containing the grid files
(*.grd) obtained from
CGRID.

REQUIRED

-idVirtualScreening id of the virtual
screening for which the
results will be associated.

If not specified, then a
new virtual screening
will be inserted.

-idProtein id of the protein for
which the dock will be
associated.

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

-useFilter indicate if a filter must be
used.

Allowed values: yes; no.
(Only without inputFile)
Default: yes.

-useDatabases ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-useDOCKFilters ids list of dock filters
used (Example:
-useDOCKFilters 1,4,3)
WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
yes.

-zScore minimum ZScore
allowed (positive or
negative) for taken poses
from dock filter.

Only without inputFile
and useFilter = yes.
Default: 5.0.

-maxConformerZScore maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

Only with inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 5.0.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.

Only for inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 100.
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Parameter Description Comments
-mode mode of execution. Allowed values: 0 -

normal mode; 1 - to
queues; 2 - from queues.
Default: 0.

-numProcessors number processors to
use.

Default: 1.

When a new screening is created then the id is written in the screen or log file. If
you use the idVirtualScreening parameter then all the results will be associated
to this screening.

runDelPhiAndApolar.exe
This program runs the DelPhi program for calculating the electrostatic interaction
(coulombic and desolvations) for the results of a screening. It also calculates the
non polar component with the Apolar program. The results are used to update
the fields in the screening table or to update a copy of this screening.

Table 5-8. runDelPhiAndApolar.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing ids of
molecules or ids of
RESULT_DF table
(idDockFilter _
idMolecule _
idConfiguration _
idConformer) in order to
perform CDOCK with
them.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database

-receptorFile PDB file containing the
receptor with H, charges
and radii.

REQUIRED

-idVirtualScreening id of the virtual
screening for which the
results will be associated.

If not specified, then a
new virtual screening
will be inserted.

-howMany how many of the best
poses are used in order
to calculate DelPhi and
Apolar.

Default: 0 (all).

-orderBy sorting criterion for
howMany. Allowed
values: all, vdw,
coulombic. Default: all
-duplicate: indicate if the
virtual screening must be
duplicated in order to
avoid overriding
coulombic term.

Allowed values: yes, no.
Default: yes.

-targetIdVirtualScreening virtual screening in order
to be updated with the
results of virtual
screening with
idVirtualScreening.

Default: 0 (none).

If you have a copy of several results of a screening, and you want to
calculate DelPhi and Apolar for the rest then you can use the parameter
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-targetIdVirtualScreening. Then the program will copy the results from
the original screening (idVirtualScreening) that do not exist in the
(targetIdVirtualScreening) and it will perform the calculations with them.

runDOCKFilter.exe
This program is used to perform a filter of molecules before a screening. In this
case the filter is performed using the DOCK program.

Table 5-9. runDOCKFilter.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing ids of
molecules in order to
perform DOCK with
them.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database

-dockFolders path of the folder
containing the DOCK
configuration folders for
the specific receptor.

REQUIRED

-resultsPerMolecule number of top scored
poses taken for each
molecule.

Default: 1.

-idDockFilter id of the filter for which
the results will be
associated.

If not specified, then a
new filter will be
inserted.

-idProtein id of the protein for
which the DOCK results
will be associated.

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

-useDatabases ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-maxConformerZScore maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

Only with inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 5.0.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.

Only for inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 100.

runFredFilter.exe
This program uses the Openeye Fred docking program as a filter before a screen-
ing.

Table 5-10. runFredFilter.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing ids of
molecules in order to
perform Fred with them.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database
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Parameter Description Comments
-fredReceptorFile Fred prepared file with

receptor.
REQUIRED

-pharmFile Fred parameter file. OPTIONAL.

-idDockFilter id of the filter for which
the results will be
associated.

If not specified, then a
new filter will be
inserted.

-idProtein id of the protein for
which the DOCK results
will be associated.

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

-useDatabases ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-maxConformerZScore maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

Only with inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 5.0.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.

Only for inputFile of
molecules or useFilter =
no. Default: 100.

runISM.exe
This program calculates the electrostatic interactions (coulombic and solvations)
and non polar component for a set of screening results. It also calculates hydro-
gen bonds, classifying it into different groups: charged-charged, neutral-neutral
and charged-neutral. In order to do that it uses the ISM program, which obtains
similar results to DelPhi but takes much less time. The results are used to update
the fields in the screening table or to update a copy of this screening..

Table 5-11. runISM.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing ids of
RESULT_VS table
(idVirtualScreening _
idMolecule _
idConfiguration _
idConformer) in order to
perform calculations
with them.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database

-receptorFile PDB file containing the
receptor with H, charges
and radii.

REQUIRED

-idVirtualScreening id of the virtual
screening we want to use
in order to do the
calculations.

REQUIRED when there
is not inputFile.

-howMany how many of the best
poses are used in order
to calculate ISM.

Default: 0 (all).

-orderBy sorting criterion for
howMany.

Allowed values: all, vdw,
coulombic. Default: all.
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Parameter Description Comments
-duplicate indicate if the virtual

screening must be
duplicated in order to
avoid overriding
coulombic term.

Allowed values: yes, no.
Default: yes.

-targetIdVirtualScreening virtual screening in order
to be update with the
results of virtual
screening with
idVirtualScreening.

Default: 0 (none).

If you have a copy of several results of a screening, and you want to calculate
ISM for the rest then you can use the parameter -targetIdVirtualScreening. Then
the program will copy the results from the original screening (idVirtualScreen-
ing) that do not exist in the (targetIdVirtualScreening) and it will perform the
calculations with them

runRocsFilter.exe
This program uses the Openeye ROCS program as a filter before a screening.
This program takes a ligand structure as input and searches ligands with similar
shape.

Table 5-12. runRocsFilter.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing ids of
molecules in order to
perform ROCS with they.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database

-queryFile file containing the query
molecule in PDB format.

REQUIRED

-idDockFilter id of the filter for which
the results will be
associated.

If not specified, then a
new filter will be
inserted.

-idProtein id of the protein for
which the filter will be
associated.

If not specified, then 0
will be taken. For future
uses.

-maxConformerZScore maximum ZScore
allowed for energy in
molecule conformers.

Default: 5.0.

-conformersPerMolecule maximum number of
conformers with ZScore
bigger than
maxConformersZScore
selected for molecule.

Default: 100.

-useDatabases ids list of databases used
(0 = all databases)
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

Used only if there is no
inputFile. Default: 0.
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runGTP.exe
This program is used to run GTP with the ligands of the database and insert the
results again.

Table 5-13. runCGTP.exe parameters

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile file containing ids of
molecules or ids of
RESULT_DF table
(idDockFil-
ter_idMolecule_idConfiguration_idConformer)
in order to perform
CDOCK with they.

If file is not specified, the
ids are taken from the
database

-useDatabases ids list of databases used
(Example: -useDatabases
1,4,3) WITHOUT spaces
between comma
separator.

REQUIRED and used
only if there is no
inputFile and useFilter =
no.

-mode mode of execution. Allowed values: 0 -
normal mode; 1 - to
queues; 2 - from queues.
Default: 0.

-numProcessors number processors to
use.

Default: 1.

-outputFolder Working folder to use. REQUIRED.

Configuration files.
Some parameters are common to most of the programs and they intend database
parameters, paths to applications, etc., for this reason, XML configuration files
have been developed to store this kind of information. In this section, subnodes
of XML files will be covered.

Each program may read the information from different files:
insertVSDBConfig.xml, runCDOCKConfig.xml, getResultsFromVSConfig.xml,
getMol2Config.xml, etc.

<dbconfig>

Table 5-14. Database parameters

Parameter Description

name. MySQL Database which contains the
VSDB structure.

host. Hostname of the MySQL server.

user. Username to connect ot the MySQL
server.

password. Password for the username.

<logFile>

Name of the log file to follow the process.
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<queue>

Name of the queue to send the job.

<queue-folder>
Name of the temporal directory to set up the job for the queue system.

<programs>

<corina>

Table 5-15. Paths for diverse programs

Parameter Description

path. Directory which contains the binary.

exe. Name of the binary file. Default:
corina

parameters. Parameters to use in the command line
for CORINA. Default: -i t=smiles -o
t=mol2 -o nodummies -d stergen -d
preserve -d names -d wh -d rc -d rs

inputFile. Name of the input file for CORINA.
Default: corinaInputFile.

outputFile. Name of the output file for CORINA.
Default: corinaOutputFile.

OutputScreenFile. Name of the log file to save the screen
displayed by CORINA.

<alfa>

Table 5-16. Paths for diverse programs

Parameter Description

path. Directory which contains the binary.

exe. Name of the binary file. Default:
ALFA.exe

parameters. Parameters to use in the command line
for ALFA. Default: -cutOff 50.0
-howManySelect 100
-maxCombinations 300000

<mopac>

Table 5-17. Paths for diverse programs

Parameter Description

path. Directory which contains the binary.

exe. Name of the binary file. Default:
mopac
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Parameter Description
mopacFile. Temporal name for MOPAC file.

inputExt. Extension of the input file. Default:
.dat

outputExt. Extension of the output file. Default:
.out

keywords. Keywords to use in MOPAC. Default:
MNDO 1SCF ESP MMOK GEO-OK
T=360000.

workingFolder. Name of the working directory for
MOPAC Default:
mopacWorkingFolder.

outputScreenFile. Name of the output file to save the
screen displayed by the program.
Default: mopacOutputScreen.

babelExe. Path to the babel executable.

babelInputFile. Name of the input file for babel.
Default: inputFileBabel

<cdock>

Table 5-18. Paths for diverse programs

Parameter Description

path. Directory which contains the binary.

exe. Name of the binary file. Default:
mopac

parameters. Parameters for CDOCK.exe .

inputFile. Name of the input file for CDOCK.

outputScreenFile. Name of the output file to save the
screen displayed by the program.
Default: mopacOutputScreen.

<eulerAnglesAndTransVector>

Table 5-19. Paths for diverse programs

Parameter Description

path. Directory which contains the binary.

exe. Name of the binary file. Default:
mopac

fromFile. Input file name.

toFile. Output file name.

parametersFile. Name of parameter file.

<querys>

Description of querys to extract results of Virtual screening with the program
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getResultsFromVS.exe. Examples of use are shown below:

<querys>
(1)> <query id="vdw" howMany="100" sortBySumOf="VDW_ENERGY" order="ASC"/>
(2)> <query id="vdw-coulombic" howMany="100" sortBySumOf="VDW_ENERGY \

COULOMBIC_ENERGY" order="ASC"/>
(3)> <query id="all" howMany="100" sortBySumOf="VDW_ENERGY \

COULOMBIC_ENERGY DESOLVR_ENERGY DESOLVL_ENERGY APOLAR_ENERGY \
ISM_CORRECTION -CONVERT(HB_CC,SIGNED) -CONVERT(HB_CN,SIGNED) \
-CONVERT(HB_NN,SIGNED)" order="ASC"/>

</querys>

(1) The first case corresponds to a extraction of 100 molecules taking only into
account the van der Waals term and ordering the results ascending.

(2) The second case corresponds to a extraction of 100 molecules taking only
into account the van der Waals term and the coulombic term and ordering
the results ascending.

(3) The third case corresponds to a extraction of 100 molecules taking into ac-
count all the terms and ordering the results ascending.

CGRID.exe
This program characterizes energetically the active site of a protein calculating
some interaction grids that will be used for the CDOCK program in order to per-
form ligand dockings. There are 11 grids for van der Waals interactions (Br, C,
Cl, F, H, HN, I, N, O, P, S) and one grid for coulombic interactions, all of them
in kcal/mol. The grids are in binary format files (*.grd), but it also generates the
same grids in Pymol format (*.dx) in order to visualize them. The force field used
in CGRID is based on the AMBER94 force field. The input protein file must be in
standard PDB format but adding two columns for radius and charges; the hydro-
gen atoms must be present, and the name of the atoms should follow the nomen-
clature of the AMBER94 force field. Waters and not needed, ligands or cofactors
must be removed. The position of the active site is determined taking the atoms
of a ligand in the PDB, so the input file must contain a ligand (real or manually
placed) in the active site.

All the atoms that CGRID does not recognize like aminoacids or cofactors are
considered like part of the ligand. The active site must be placed around the max-
imum and minimum coordinates of the ligand atoms. The recognized names for
atoms of aminoacids are presented in a table.

Table 5-20. CGRID residues and atom names

Residue Atom names

ALA N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3, C,
O.

GLY N, H, CA, HA1, HA2, HA3, C, O

SER N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
OG, HG

THR N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB, CG2, HG21,
HG22, HG23, OG1, HG1, C, O

LEU N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG, CD1, HD11, HD12, HD13,
CD2, HD21, HD22, HD23, C, O

ILE N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB, CG2, HG21,
HG22, HG23, CG1, HG11, HG12,
HG13, CD1, HD11, HD12, HD13, C, O
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Residue Atom names
VAL N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB, CG1, HG11,

HG12, HG13, CG2, HG21, HG22,
HG23, C, O

ASN N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, OD1, ND2, HD21, HD22, C, O

GLN N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, OE1, NE2,
HE21, HE22, C, O

ARG N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, HD1, HD2,
HD3, NE, HE, CZ, NH1, HH11, HH12,
NH2, HH21, HH22, C, O

HID N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, ND1, HD1, CE1, HE1, NE2, CD2,
HD2, C, O

HIE N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, ND1, CE1, HE1, NE2, HE2, CD2,
HD2, C, O

HIP N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, ND1, HD1, CE1, HE1, NE2, HE2,
CD2, HD2, C, O

TRP N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, CD1, HD1, NE1, HE1, CE2, CZ2,
HZ2, CH2, HH2, CZ3, HZ3, CE3, HE3,
CD2, C, O

PHE N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, CD1, HD1, CE1, HE1, CZ, HZ,
CE2, HE2, CD2, HD2, C, O

TYR N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, CD1, HD1, CE1, HE1, CZ, OH,
HH, CE2, HE2, CD2, HD2, C, O

GLU N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, OE1, OE2,
C, O

ASP N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, OD1, OD2, C, O

LYS N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, HD1, HD2,
HD3, CE, CE1, CE2, CE3, NZ, HZ1,
HZ2, HZ3, C, O

LYN N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, HD1, HD2,
HD3, CE, CE1, CE2, CE3, NZ, HZ1,
HZ2, HZ3, C, O

PRO N, CD, HD1, HD2, HD3, CG, HG1,
HG2, HG3, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3, CA,
HA, C, O

CYS N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
SG, HG, C, O

CYM N, HN, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
SG, C, O

CYX N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
SG, C, O
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Residue Atom names
MET N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,

CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, SD, CE, HE1,
HE2, HE3, C, O

ACE CH3, HH31, HH32, HH33, C, O

NME N, H, CH3, HH31, HH32, HH33

HOH, WAT or IP3 H1, O, H2

ASH N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, OD1, OD2, HD1, HD2, C, O

GLH N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, OE1, OE2,
HE1, HE2, C, O

PLP N, H, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, HB3,
CG, HG1, HG2, HG3, CD, HD1, HD2,
HD3, CE, HE1, HE2, HE3, NX, C4A,
H4A, C4, C3, O3, H3, C2, C2A, H21,
H22, H23, N1, C6, H6, C5, C5A, H51,
H52, OP4, P, OP1, HP1, OP2, HP2,
OP3, C, O

FMN N1, C2, O2, N3, C4, O4, C4A, N5, C5A,
C6, C7, C7M, C8, C8M, C9, C9A, N10,
C10, C1*, C2*, O2*, C3*, C4*, O4*, C5*,
O5*, P, O1P, O2P, O3P, H3, H6, 1H7M,
2H7M, 3H7M, 1H8M, 2H8M, 3H8M,
H9, 1H1*, 2H1*, H2*, 2HO, H3*, 3HO,
H4*, 4HO, 1H5*, 2H5*,

PRG N1, C2, C2A, C3, O3, C4, C5, C6, C5A,
O4P, O3P, O2P, O1P, P, C4A, H14A,
H34A, H1, H21A, 22A, H23A, H51A,
H52A, H6

HEM FE, NA, C1A, C2A, CAA, 1HP7, 2HP7,
CBA, 3HP7, 4HP7, CGA, O1A, O2A,
C3A, CMA, 1HM8, 2HM8, 3HM8,
C4A, CHB, HDM, C1B, NB, C2B,
CMB, 1HM1, 2HM1, 3HM1, C3B,
CAB, 2HV, CBB, 2HVC, 2HVT, C4B,
CHC, HAM, C1C, NC, C2C, CMC,
1HM3, 2HM3, 3HM3, C3C, CAC,
HV4, CBC, 4HVC, 4HVT, C4C, CHD,
HBM, C1D, ND, C2D, CMD, 1HM5,
2HM5, 3HM5, C3D, C4D, CHA, HGM,
CAD, 1HP6, 2HP6, CBD, 3HP6, 4HP6,
CGD, O1D, O2D

ADP PB, O1B, O2B, O3B, PA, O1A, O2A,
O3A, O5, C5, H5, C4, H4, O4, C3, H3,
O3, HO3, C2, H2, O2, HO2, C1, H1,
N9, C8, H8, N7, C5, C6, N6, H61, H62,
N1, C2, H2, N3, C4

APC PG, O1G, O2G, O3G, PB, O1B, O2B,
O3B, PA, O1A, O2A, C3A, H3A, O5,
C5, H5, C4, H4, O4, C3, H3, O3, HO3,
C2, O2, H2, HO2, C1, H1, N9, C8, H8,
N7, C5, C6, N6, H61, H62, N1, C2, H2,
N3, C4

CME N, HN, CA, HA, CB, HB1, HB2, SG,
SD, CE, HE1, HE2, CZ, HZ1, HZ2,
OH, HH, C, O
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Residue Atom names
FAD P, O1, O2, O5, C5, H1, H2, C4, H3, O4,

C3, H4, O3, H5, C2, H6, O2, H7, C1,
H8, N9, C8, H9, N7, C5, C6, N6, H10,
H11, N1, C2, H12, N3, C4, C2, O2, N3,
H13, C4, O4, C4A, N5, C5A, C6, H14,
C7, C7M, H15, H16, H17, C8, C8M,
H18, H19, H20, C9, H21, C9A, N10,
C10, C1, H22, H23, C2, H24, O2, H25,
C3, H26, O3, H27, C4, H28, O4, H29,
C5, H30, H31, O5, P, O1P, O2P, O3P,

GOL C1, O1, C2, O2, C3, O3, H01, H02, H03,
H04, H05, H06, H07, H08,

FPP C1, H1, H2, O1, C2, H3, C3, C4, H4,
H5, H6, C5, H7, H8, C6, H9, H10, C7,
H11, C8, C10, H12, H13, H14, C9, H15,
H16, C11, H17, H18, C12, H19, C13,
C14, H20, H21, H22, C15, H23, H24,
H25, PA, O1A, O2A, O3A, PB, O1B,
O2B, O3B

IMP P, O1P, O2P, O3P, O5, C5, H5, C4, H4,
O4, C3, H3, O3, HO3, C2, H2, O2,
HO2, C1, H1, N9, C8, H8, N7, C5, C6,
O6, N1, H1, C2, H2, N3, C4

NAP P, O1, O2, O5, C5, H1, H2, C4, H3, O4,
C3, H4, O3, H5, C2, H6, O2, C1, H7,
N9, C8, H8, N7, C5, C6, N6, H9, H10,
N1, C2, H12, N3, C4, O3, P, O1, O2, O5,
C5, H13, H14, C4, H15, O4, C3, H16,
O3, H17, C2, H18, O2, H19, C1, H20,
N1, C2, H21, C3, C7, O7, N7, H22, H23,
C4, H24, C5, H25, C6, H26, P2, OP

NDP P, O1, O2, O5, C5, H1, H2, C4, H3, O4,
C3, H4, O3, H5, C2, H6, O2, C1, H7,
N9, C8, H8, N7, C5, C6, N6, H9, H10,
N1, C2, H11, N3, C4, O3, P, O1, O2,
O5, C5, H13, H14, C4, H15, O4, C3,
H16, O3, H17, C2, H18, O2, H19, C1,
H20, N1, C2, H21, C3, C7, O7, N7,
H22, H23, C4, H24, H25, C5, H26, C6,
H27, P2, OP

NSP N, HN1, HN2, HN3, CA, HA1, HA2,
CP, CQ1, HQ1, CQ2, NR1, NQ2, HQ2,
NR2, CS, CS1, HS1

P25 C4, H41, H42, CM4, HM4, C5, H51,
H52, C6, H61, H62, C7, H71, H72, O7,
PA, O1A, O2A, O3A, PB, O1B, O2B,
O3B

PM2 C1, C2, H2, C3, H3, C4, C5, H5, C6,
H6, C7, H71, H72, N8, H81, H82, C9,
H91, H92, C10, H10, C11, O12, C13,
H13, N14, C15, H15, C16, H16, C17,
C18, H18, C19, H19, C20, N21, H21,
C22, H22, C23, H23, C24, H24, C25,
C26, H26, C27, H27, C28, H28, C29,
H29, C30, H30

POI P, O1, O2, O3, O4

PO4 P, O1, H1, O2, O3, O4
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Residue Atom names
SAH N, HN1, HN2, HN3, CA, HA, CB,

HB1, HB2, CG, HG1, HG2, SD, C, O,
OXT, C5, H5, C4, H4, O4, C3, H3, O3,
HO3, C2, H2, O2, HO2, C1, H1, N9,
C8, H8, N7, C5, C6, N6, H61, H62, N1,
C2, H2, N3, C4

UMP N1, C2, N3, H3, C4, C5, H51, H52, C6,
H6, O2, O4, C1, H1, C2, H2, C3, H3,
C4, H4, O3, HO3, O4, C5, H5, O5, P,
O1P, O2P, O3P

Anions: CIM, CL CL

Cations: LI, NA, K, RB, CS, MG, CAA,
CA, CA, ZN, MN, CO

LI, NA, K, RB, CS, MG, CAA, CA, CA,
ZN, MN, CO

CGRID does not have parameters, but two files must be in the same execution
folder: correction.in and cgrid.in. The correction.in file contains some correction
for the size of the radius in the ligand atoms. The values in the file are the per-
centage of the original size taken; each line corresponds with: carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, sulphur, aliphatic hydrogen, phosphorus, fluorine, chlorine, bromine, io-
dine, hydrogen bonded to nitrogen or sulphur. Fields in cgrid.in file are described
in the following table.

Table 5-21. cgrid.in description

Parameter Description

<Options> Header of the file.

/Verb *Gepc Old parameters. Part of the header.

*distdependent Old parameter. Part of the header.

Spacing value This is the grid spacing. It is a real
value in Angstroms.

BigBox value Size of the box around the ligand in
order to determine the active site and
calculate the grids. It is a real value in
Angstroms.

<Molecules> Molecules section header

file name iThis is the name of the PDB protein
file.

CDOCK.exe
This is the docking program that uses the grids generated by CGRID in order
to perform protein-ligand dockings. This program should be run in the directoy
which holds the grid files.

Table 5-22. CDOCK.exe parameters description

Parameter Description Comments

-inputFile name of the input ligand
file. This file must be in
the current folder.

REQUIRED

-referenceFile name of the reference
ligand file.

This file must be in the
current folder.
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Parameter Description Comments
-maxGeneratedPoses maximum number of

generated poses.
Default: 167500000

-maxTotalStackSize maximum number of
poses for energy
refinement.

Default: 60000

-maxConfStackSize maximum number of
poses for energy
refinement for each
conformer.

Default: 512.

-refineWithSimplex use simplex in
refinement. Allowed
values: 0 (no), 1 (yes).

Default: 1.

-maxExhaustivePoses limit between exhaustive
and MCSA search.

Default: 7000000.

-getOnlyEnergy force to only calculate
energy. Allowed values:
0 (no), 1 (yes).

Default: 0

-noUseISM ISM is calculated but not
used for selection.
Allowed values: 0 (false),
1 (true).

Default: 0

-noUseHB HB are calculated but not
used for selection.
Allowed values: 0 (false),
1 (true).

Default: 0

-getGAGAInput get only input for
GAGA. Allowed values:
0 (false), 1 (true).

Default: 0

-probChange get only input for
GAGA. Allowed values:
0 (false), 1 (true).

Default: 0

-
initialMCSATemperature

initial temperature in
MCSA.

Default: 773.0

-maxGenerated Per
MCSA Round

maximum number of
generated poses in each
MCSA round.

Default: 725000.

-maxAccepted Per
MCSA Round

maximum number of
accepted poses in each
MCSA round.

Default: 0.97

-annealingSchedule annealing schedule in
MCSA.

Default: 0.80.

-seed seed for random number
generator. Allowed
values: positive integer
of 5 digits.

Default: 0 (use the
computer time)

-howManyResults number of retrieved
results.

Default: 1.

ALFA.exe
It is a program for conformational analysis of ligands. It reads a molecule (in
MOL2 format), determine the rotatable bonds, assign possible angles of rotation
(based on some internal chemical rules), generate all the possible combinations
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(conformers) or a representation of them based on a MCSA algorithm, calculate
the internal van der Waals energy (in kcal/mol) for each conformer and finally
writes a file with the best conformers. This program depends strongly on Open-
Eye Toolkit for C++ development, you need a valid license in order to run the
program.

In addition, the license file should be indicated through the OE_LICENSE envi-
ronment variable.

Warning
You may contact with OpenEye to obtain a valid license to run the
program.

Table 5-23. ALFA.exe parameters description

Parameter Description Comments

-addRulesFile File containing torsion
rules in order to add they
(replacing if needed) to
the default torsion rules

Optional.

-cutOff Cut off for the energies in
the final list (allows
values only of
minEnergy + cutOff).

Default: 0.0 (no cutOff).

-howManySelect Maximum number of
selected conformers.

Default: 100.

-inputFile Name of the mol2 input
file.

REQUIRED

-maxCombinations Maximum number of
generated conformers.

Default: 300000.

-outputFile Name of the output file. No extension should be
used.

-outputType Type of the output file. Default: mol2.

-referenceFile Name of the reference
file in order to perform
RMSD calculations.

Optional.

-useInputInRMSD Say if input structure
must be taken into
account for RMSD
calculations. Be careful, if
you activate this option
then ALFA rules can
include the input
molecule angles.
Allowed values: 0 (no), 1
(yes).

Default: 1

-useRulesFile File containing torsion
rules in order to use
them.

Default torsion rules are
ignored if the option is
activated.

GTP.exe
GTP or Generator of triplets of Pharmacophoric 3D Points (GTP-3P) is a program
designed to identify Pharmacophoric points in molecules and generate triplets of
features to allow the classification and search of similarity.
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Table 5-24. GTP.exe parameters description

Parameter Description Comments

-i <file> file is the name of MOL2
file containing the target
molecules. If -g options is
activated the file should
be in PDB format and
contain the
pharmacophoric points.

REQUIRED.

-g Generate triplets using
input pharmacophoric
points.

Optional.

GF.exe
GFusion is tool to manipulate the grids produced by CGRID. It allows to fusion
different receptor grids using the Botlzmann average to simulate a limited flexi-
bility and to extract the difference between to grids to highlight possible regions
implicated in target selectivity.

Table 5-25. GF.exe parameters description

Parameter Description Comments

-inputfile <file> file is the name of file
which contains the list of
grid directories to use as
input for the program
ended with a empty line.

REQUIRED.

-diff Activate the differential
mode insted of the
default average mode

Optional.

-temp <value> Change the temperature
used for the Boltzmann
average from the default
298.15 K

Optional.
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Application description
This part of the VSDMIP suite is designed to allow a simple use of VSDMIP capa-
bilities within the PyMOL interface and with the ease of use in mind. The plugin
can be accesed trough the PyMOL menu:

Plugin−→VSDMIP

The plugin main dialog displays the main menu, a big label with the name of the
plugin and a state bar. The main menu allows to access to the rest of modules of
the application which are described below.

Plugin main window

• SBVS. Structure-based Virtual Screening module.

• LBVS. Ligand-based Virtual Screening module.

• Local. Local docking module.

• Info. Database and queue system information module.

• Config. Configuration module.

• About. Display information about the program.

SBVS−→Insert new molecules

Inserts new molecules in the database.

Insert new molecules module

Table 6-1. Insert new molecules module elements
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Element Description

SMILES Input File The name of the file which contains
the molecules to be inserted in the
database in SMILES format.

Head node name The name of the computer which is the
master node of the queue system. Set
by default in configuration options

Num processors Number of processors to use for the
insertion. By default, 2

Working Directory on Nodes The working directory that should be
used to copy the files across the
network and for temporal space on
nodes. It should be a path directly
accessible by all the nodes in the
queue system. Set by default in
configuration options.

Database name The name to group all the inserted
molecules in the database.

Run INSERT This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on the
specified remote machine

SBVS−→Run Virtual Screening

Allows to set up a virtual screening job and send it to the queue system.

Run Virtual Screening module

Table 6-2. Run Virtual Screening module elements

Element Description
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Element Description
Input File (opt) The optional input file for the virtual

screening. The file contains IDs for the
molecules or IDs of RESULTS_DF
(idDockFilter _ idMolecule _
idConfiguration _ idConformer)

Grids Directory on Nodes The local directory in nodes of the
queue system where the grids are
located.

Virtual Screening ID (opt) Optional ID to identify the current
virtual screening.

Protein ID (opt) Optional ID for the protein in the
current virtual screening.

Use Databases (, separated) The IDs of the databases to use in the
virtual screening separated by ’,’
(example: 1,2,5). This is incompatible
with Input File.

Use DOCK filters (, separated) The IDs of DOCK filters (analogous to
databases) to use in the virtual
screening, separated by ’,’.

ZScore The minimum ZScore allowed
(positive or negative) for selecting
results from dock filter.

maxConformerZScore The maximum ZScore allowed for
energy in conformers.

ConformersPerMolecule The maximum number of conformers
with ZScore bigger than
maxConformersZScore selected for
molecule.

Head node name The name of the computer which is the
master node of the queue system. (Set
by default in configuration options).

Num processors The number of processors to use for
the screening. By default is 2.

Working Directory on Nodes The working directory which should
be used to copy the files across the
network and for temporal space on
nodes. Should be a path directly
accessible by all the nodes in the
queue system. (Set by default in
configuration options).

Run Screening! This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on the
specified remote machine

SBVS−→Get Results from Screening

Module to extract the results from the database and present the data inte-
grated in PyMOL.
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Module to extract results from database

Table 6-3. Extract results module elements

Element Description

Head node name The name of the computer which is the
master node of the queue system. (Set
by default in configuration options).

ID Virtual Screening The ID for the virtual screening job to
extract from the database.

Working Directory on Nodes The working directory which should
be used to copy the files across the
network and for temporal space on
nodes. It should be a path directly
accessible by all the nodes in the
queue system. (Set by default in
configuration options).

Number of Results The maximum number of results to
extract from the database.

Query keywords The keywords to specify the order and
clasification of solutions from the
database.

Output type The output format for the extracted
compounds: MOL2 or PDB.

Different molecules Indicates if the output will contains
different molecules (yes) or not (no).

Get Results This option activate the module. Using
the information from the user the
module will run the process on the
specified remote machine.

Load Results After getting the results this command
can be used to load the results into the
PyMOL interface.

LBVS−→Generate 2D Fingerprints

Local generation of 2D fingerprints (topological, pharmacophoric and
groups) trough OpenBABEL.
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2D Fingerprint generation

Table 6-4. Local 2D FP generation module elements

Element Description

Database name The name of the database to extract
the molecules and calculate the
fingerprints. Mutually exclusive with
SMILES input file.

SMILES Input file The list of molecules in SMILES to
calculate the fingerprints. Mutually
exclusive with Database name.

Options Allows to select the kind of
fingerprints to generate: Structure
based (MACCS), Topological
Pharmacophores (CATS) or chemical
groups (Groups filtering).

Working dir The working directory in which the
fingerprints will be generated. This
directory should be localy accesible
and also will be needed to insert the
fingerprints in the database.

Generate This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on the
local machine.

Stop Stop the current job.

LBVS−→Generate 3D Fingerprints

Generation of Pharmacophoric triplets trough the queue system and the
database.
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3D Fingerprint generation

Table 6-5. 3D FP generation module elements

Element Description

Head Node name The name of the computer which is the
master node of the queue system. Set
by default in configuration options.

Num processors The number of processors to use for
the insertion. By default is 2.

Working Directory on Nodes The working directory which should
be used to copy the files across the
network and for temporal space on
nodes. It should be a path directly
accessible by all the nodes in the
queue system. (Set by default in
configuration options).

Use Databases (, separated) The ID of the database/s to use for 3D
FPs generation (mandatory).

Insert This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on
specified remote machine.

LBVS−→Insert 2D Fingerprints

Module to insert into the database the already generated 2D fingerprints.

2D Fingerprint insertion

Table 6-6. 2D FP insertion module elements

Element Description
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Element Description
IDs INPUT FILE The file with the IDs for the molecules

to be inserted the fingerprints.

Working directory The directory which contains the
fingerprints generated by the
generation module.

Insert This option activates the module.
Using the information from the user
the module will run the process on the
local machine.

LBVS−→Simple search

Module to perform a simple and very limited search in the database.

Simple search

Table 6-7. Simple search module elements

Element Description

SMILES The query molecule in SMILES format.

alfa (only for tversky) The alfa parameter of Tversky index
for use with Tversky option.

beta (only for tversky) The beta parameter of Tversky index
for use with Tversky option.

Scoring method The scoring coefficient to use:
Tanimoto, Tversky or Rule.

Fingerprint The fingerprint type to use: MACCS,
CATS, Chemical groups.

Search Starts the search in the database.

Save IDs for Docking Saves the IDs of the molecules in the
results to perform docking.

Extract 3D from database Extracts 3D coordinates for every
molecule in the results and load the
file into PyMOL.
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LBVS−→Advanced search

Module to perform advanced search with full access to complex features
(group filtering, scoring fusion, centroids and substructure search).

Advanced search

Table 6-8. Advanced search and common elements

Element Description

SMILES The query molecule in SMILES format.

Scoring method The scoring coefficient to use:
Tanimoto, Tversky or Rule.

Fingerprint The fingerprint type to use: MACCS,
CATS, Chemical groups.

Cut off The minimum value to consider for
similiar molecules.

Filters: Groups The chemical group selection to apply
as a filter.

Filters: Database ID The database ID to reduce the search.

Search Starts the search in the database

Save IDs for Docking Saves the IDs of the molecules in the
results to perform docking.

Extract 3D from database Extracts 3D coordinates for every
molecule in the results and load the
file into PyMOL.
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Substructure search

Table 6-9. Substructure search elements

Element Description

SMILES The query molecule in SMILES format.

Cut off The minimum value to consider for
similiar molecules.
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Scoring fusion

Table 6-10. Scoring fusion elements

Element Description

SMILES input file The file with the molecules in SMILES
format.

Scoring method The scoring coefficient to use:
Tanimoto, Tversky or Rule.

Fingerprint The fingerprint type to use: MACCS,
CATS, Chemical groups.

Fusion function The criteria to perform the fusion:
MAX (Maximum score), MIN
(Minimum score), PRODUCT (Product
between scores), AVERAGE (Mean
score) or SUM (Sum of scores).

Cut off The minimum value to consider for
similiar molecules.

Filters: Groups The chemical group selection to apply
as a filter.

Filters: Database ID The database ID to reduce the search.

Search Starts the search in the database.

Save IDs for Docking Saves the IDs of the molecules in the
results to perform docking.

Extract 3D from database Extracts 3D coordinates for every
molecule in the results and load the
file into PyMOL.
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Centroids

Table 6-11. Centroids elements

Element Description

DATABASE ID The ID of the database to generate the
centroid fingerprint.

Cut off The minimum value to consider for
similiar molecules.

Inverse search If activated, the program will search
for disimilarity instead of similarity.

LBVS−→3D Pharmacophores

Generation of a query triplet to perform a search.
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3D Pharmacophoric query generator

Table 6-12. 3D Pharmacophoric query builder module elements

Element Description

Point type Allow to select the kind of point type
to insert: Hydrogen bond donor,
Hydrogen bond acceptor, Positive
charged group, Negative charged
group, Aromatic ring or Lipophilic
point.

Insert Creates a new point of the type
selected before into PyMOL.

Pharmacophores group The name of the selection to use to
perform the search in the database.

Database origin ID The ID of the database to limit the
search.

Search Starts the search in the database.

Save IDs for Docking Saves the IDs of the molecules in the
results to perform docking.

Local−→Options

Location of local programs to perform docking.
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Local options

Table 6-13. Local options module elements

Element Description

ALFA executable The location of the local ALFA
executable.

MOPAC7 executable The path to the MOPAC7 local
executable.

CGRID executable The location of the CGRID local
executable.

CDOCK executable The path to the CDOCK local
executable.

Working directory The location of default local working
directory.

OE LICENSE The location of the OpenEye License
to use ALFA.

GTP executable The path to the local GTP executable.

OpenBABEL executable The location oft the Openbabel
executable.

Ignore working dir and use current dir If activated, force the program to user
the current dir as working directory.

Save Plugin Configuration File Saves the options to config file.

Local−→Ligand set up

Conformational analysis and charge set up trough ALFA and MOPAC for
one ligand.
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Ligans set up

Table 6-14. Ligand set up module elements

Element Description

Input File The file which contains the molecule
in MOL2 format.

Output File The name of the PDB output file.

AddRulesFile The file containing torsion rules in
order to add they (replacing if needed)
to the default torsion rules.

useRulesFile The file containing torsion rules in
order to use they (not taking into
account the default torsion rules).

Conformational analysis The perform or not the conformation
analysis with ALFA.

Reference File The name of the reference file in order
to perform RMSD calculations.

useInputInRMSD Whether the input structure must be
taken into account for RMSD
calculations or not. Be careful, if you
activate this option then ALFA rules
can include the input molecule angles.

CutOff The cut off for the energies in the final
list (allows values only of minEnergy
+ cutOff).

maxCombinations The maximum number of generated
conformers.

HowManySelect The maximum number of selected
conformers.

Semi empiric method The semiempirical method to use for
charge assigment: AM1, PM3 or
MNDO/3, whitin MOPAC
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Element Description
Run MOPAC for each conformer? If activated, charges will be calculated

for each conformer instead of using
the same for all conformers.

MOPAC extra commands This keyword will be appended to the
MOPAC input file.

Run Perform the selected actions in the
local machine.

Stop! Try to stop the process.

Load results Load the results of the operation into
PyMOL interface.

Local−→CGRID

Generation of grids for docking.

CGRID module

Table 6-15. CGRID module elements

Element Description

Spacing Allows selecting the grid spacing

bigBox If it is bigger than 0, the grid is built
with a fix size of
2xvalue,2xvlue,2xvalue over the center
of the selection or the indicated x,y,z
coordinates. This option deactivates
the X/Y/Z-points functions.

X,Y,Z-points The number of grid points to use in
X,Y and Z axis. Incompatible with
bigBox.

Show Box Update the box in the visualization
module.
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Element Description
Hide Box Hide the box.

Change Box Color Allows changing the color of the box.

Display Options Allows changing different
visualization options.

Caculate grid center by selection Allows using a PyMOL selection as
the center of the grid.

Grid Center Coordinates Allows using a specific set of
coordinates as the center of the grid.

Select binding site Activates a selection with the contents
inside the grid.

Receptor File Ready to run PDB file containing the
receptor without any other molecules.

Swap charges/radii columns Swap the last two columns of the PDB
in case of incorrect order or charges
and radii.

Run CGRID Run CGRID with the parameters
selected by the user.

Stop! Try to stop the process.

Local−→View Grids

Allow vistualization of grids generated by CGRID.

Grid visor

Table 6-16. Grid visor elements

Element Description

CGRID directory The directory which holds the grids to
display.

Load Grids Loads grids in PyMOL but do not
activate the display.

Unload Grids Unload the grids previously loaded.
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Element Description
Show Surface C pot Create an isosurface with the data

loaded in PyMOL for carbon and with
the isosurface level in the entryfield.

Show Surface H pot Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for hydrogen and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface O pot Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for oxygen and with
the isosurface level in the entryfield.

Show Surface N pot Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for nitrogen and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface P pot Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for phosphorous
and with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface S pot Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for sulfur and with
the isosurface level in the entryfield.

Show Surface F pot Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for fluorine and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface Cl pot Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for chlorine and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface Br pot Create an isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for bromide and
with the isosurface level in the
entryfield.

Show Surface I pot Create a isosurface with the data
loaded in PyMOL for iodine and with
the isosurface level in the entryfield.

Local−→Grid Processing

Allow procesing of the grid information to create averages of ensembles or
highlight differences.
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Boltzmann average

Table 6-17. Boltzmann average options

Element Description

Grids directory Select directory to add to the list of
grids.

Add Grid Add the selected directory to the list of
grids.

Clear grids Empty the list of grids.

Grids to be averaged List of grids to use in the calculation of
the average.

Run GFUSION Read the list of grids and calculate the
Boltzmann average.
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Grid differences

Table 6-18. Grid differences options

Element Description

Target Grid directory Select directory of the grid to highlight
differences

Reference Grid directory Select directory of the reference grid
(background data).

Run GFUSION Calculate the difference.

Local−→CDOCK

Perform real docking based on grids and ligands from previous operations.
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CDOCK module

Table 6-19. CDOCK module elements

Element Description

Input File The name of the input ligand file.

Reference File The name of the reference ligand file.

CGRID directory The location of the grids to perform
the docking.

maxGeneratedPoses The maximum number of generated
poses.

maxTotalStackSize The maximum number of poses for
energy refinement.

maxConfStackSize The maximum number of poses for
energy refinement for each conformer.

maxExhaustivePoses The limit between exhaustive and
MCSA search.

HowManyResults The number of retrieved results.

initialMCSATemperature The initial temperature in MCSA.

maxAcceptedPerRound The maximum number of accepted
poses in each MCSA round.

maxGenPerRound The maximum number of generated
poses in each MCSA round.

annealingSchedule The annealing schedule in MCSA.

probChange The probability of change in MCSA.

seed The seed for random number
generator. Allowed values: positive
integer of 5 digits. 0 to use the
computer time.

refineWithSimplex Use simplex in refinement.

getOnlyEnergy Forces to only calculate energy.
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Element Description
noUseISM ISM is calculated but not used for

selection.

noUseHB HB are calculated but not used for
selection.

getGAGAinput Get only input for GAGA.

Run CDOCK Run the docking job with the selected
parameters.

Stop! Try to stop the job.

Local−→Docking Results Visualization

Allow visualization of results from docking.

Docking results visualization module

Table 6-20. Docking results visor elements

Element Description

CDOCK results The PDB file with the results of the
docking process.

Load Loads the information of the PDB.

Protein selection The name of the object of the protein
to display properly hidrogen bonds
detected.

Docked Poses List The poses available in the PDB. If
clicked the information is displayed in
Pose Information frame and the
structure is drawn in PyMOL.

Total Energy The total energy of the pose.

Vdw The van der Waals contribution to the
total energy.

Coulombic The coulombic contribution to the
global energy.

Apolar The apolar contribution to the global
energy.

Receptor desolvation The receptor desolvation contribution.
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Element Description
Ligand desolvation The ligand desolvation contribution.

Hydrogen bonds The number of hydrogen bonds
detected.

Hydrogen bond correction The correction to the global energy
due to hydrogen bonds.

Info−→Show sources of molecules

Perform a query to the database about the compounds present in the
database.

Sources of molecules

Info−→Show Virtual Screening catalog

Perform a query to the database about past VS jobs.

VS catalog

Info−→Remote process

Extract information about the jobs in the queue system.
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Remote process visor

Table 6-21. Remote process visor elements

Element Description

Head Node Name The name of the head node in the
queue system.

Update Perform the action in the remote
machine.

Config−→Config queues

Configuration of the virtual screening protocol.

VS Config module

Table 6-22. VS Config module elements

Element Description
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Element Description
SSH The path to the SSH binary, usually

/usr/bin/ssh.

SCP The path to the SCP binary, usually
/usr/bin/scp.

Queue name The name of the queue to use in the
queue system.

Remote username The name of the user to login in the
head node of the queue system. The
access to the node should be
passwordless trough ssh. (See
configuration section).

Remote junk directory The junk directory to use by the
VSDMIP remote applications in the
queue system.

Default remote directory The working directory in the head
node of the queue system to use. It
should be accesible by all of the nodes.

Default node The name of the default head node for
the queue system.

Queue status command Complete remote command to query
the queue system for jobs, usually
’qstat -a’ or ’qstat’ should be fine.

insertVSDB The path to the remote insertVSDB.exe
executable.

runCDOCK The path to the remote
runCDOCK.exe executable.

runGTP The path to the remote runGTP.exe
executable.

remote CDOCK The directory where the remote
CDOCK.exe executable is located.
Usually /usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

remote GTP The directory where the remote
GTP.exe executable is located. Usually
/usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

eulerAnglesAndTransVector The directory where the remote
eulerAnglesAndTransVector.exe
executable is located. Usually
/usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

getResultsFromVS The path to the remote
getResultsFromVS.exe executable.

ALFA remote command The directory where the remote
ALFA.exe executable is located.
Usually /usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

CORINA remote command The directory where the remote corina
executable is located. Usually
/usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

MOPAC7 remote command The directory where the remote mopac
script is located. Usually
/usr/local/vsdmip/bin.

OpenBABEL Mod remote command The path to the remote modified
openbabel executable.

MySQL hostname The name of the MySQL server.
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Element Description
MySQL port The port to connect to the database.

3306 is the default for MySQL, also if
you are trying to connect to a local
database you should user 0 for sock
connections.

MySQL username The username to connect to the
database.

MySQL password The plain text password to connect to
the database.

MySQL database The name of the database to use in the
MySQL server. Note that this is the
real MySQL database and not the
sources of molecules.

Save Plugin Configuration File Save the information in the dialog.

Warning
All PATHs are for the remote machine. Also be aware of direc-
tory/file differences in the options.

About−→About

Display information about the program.

About...
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Introduction
This section covers few basic operations through real examples that could help
the user to get used to the program and to ilustrate the operations that could be
performed with the platform. A basic PyMOL knowledge and some confidence
with protein refinement tools is assumed.

Example 1: Simple docking
This example consists in a simple docking of an already available X-ray resolved
complex, mineralocorticoid receptor with aldosterone. The starting point of this
exercise is the row PDB file 2AA2.PDB. You should edit first the file, and separate
the ligand and the receptor, then, you should try to add the hydrogen atoms to the
structure with your favorite tool (AMBER Protonate). After this step, you could
run addRCtoPDB.exe to generate the starting structure for docking:

[user@mypc $] addRCtoPDB.exe < 2AA2.pdb > 2AA2_R.pdb

Also you can try to use 2AA2_R.pdb file from the example colection.

Now you could try to load the file 2AA2_RL.pdb which also contains aldosterone
and center the view in the active site. Also you should try to load and verify the
file aldosterone.mol2 which contains aldosterone in MOL2 format. Now we can
start the basic workflow of a local docking.

First we have to set up the ligand, aldosterone, to build a multi-PDB file with all
the confomers of the ligand and charges and radii columns. For this operation we
can use the wizard available on:

Local−→Ligand Set up

For this example we choose the Input File (aldosterone.mol2), the name of multi-
PDB output file and we change the default run MOPAC for each conformer from
yes to no (just to save some time assigning charges). After pressing Run! and
wainting few seconds we are done.
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Ligand set up for example 1.

We are going to peform some work on the receptor now. Try to open the grid
wizard:

Local−→CGRID

This wizard will allow to set up the grid to perform the docking easily in the ac-
tive center. We can select two modes to define the grid, fixed size or grid points.
Using the fixed size mode is recommended in the case of multiple grids with dif-
ferent grid spacing, while grids points is easy for a standard docking procedure.
In this case we are going to use fixed size mode.

CGRID example 1.

As can be seen in the figure, we have selected the ligand in the crystal structure
as the center of the grid using the selection entry.

To check the grids and analyze the active center landscape for different atom
types we are going to load the generated grids with the grid visor:
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Local−→View Grids

The only information required is the directory which contains the grid files.

GRID visor example 1.

Finally, we can carry out the real docking using the CDOCK wizard.

Local−→CDOCK

The grids directory required is the directory which contains the grid generated in
this example two steps before. The name of the directory is built using the date
and time and created under the working directory. The input file is the multi-PDB
file generated in the first step of this example

CDOCK example 1.

The last step is the most important: visualization of the docking results. For this
operation we can use the last wizard:

Local−→Docking Results Visualization
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CDOCK results visor example 1.

The results of docking are stored in the grids’ folder with the same name of the
input file with _MINE suffix. The protein selection name is an optional field to
specify the name of the protein in order to draw the hydrogen bonds detected
by CDOCK-ISM properly. All the energy is displayed in the summary when the
Load button is pressed and one solution is selected.

Example 2: Simple Stucture-based Virtual Screening
In this example we will cover the use of the plugin as a front end for the virtual
screening process in order to simplify the operations and integrate the tools in
PyMOL.

The process starts with the insertion of the library in the database. For this
propouse we need a list of SMILES molecules from vendors, tests, etc.

In this case the library is a list of ten ligands of catechol orto-methyl transferase
(COMT). As in the first example, we are going to use the wizard available at:

SBVS−→Insert new molecules

If the plugin is properly configured (PATHs and other stuff) we only have to
provide the SMILES input file and the name for the database. This name should
be a short one with a direct meaning. In this case, we will use just test. You also
should avoid blanks and weird characters like slashs, percent, asterisk, etc.

Press Run Insert and the insertion will be automatic.
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Insert molecules example 2.

To follow the process, you can use the remote process visor available at:

Info−→Remote process

Next step is running the screening with the inserted molecules. For this operation
you can use the module at:

SBVS−→Run Virtual Screening

There are multiple options available to run the screening but, in fact, you only
have to provide the grids directory and a ID of database or a list of molecule ids.
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Run VS example 2.

As we have all the molecules in the database, we are going to use the ID of
this ’source of molecules’. It could be difficult to remember those numbers, for
this reason there is available a little module to show the information about these
sources (ID, Name, Date of insertion). You could invoke this at:

Info−→Show source of molecules

We have just inserted 10 molecules, so our ID should be 1 (first id). For the grids
directory you can use the information of the first example (howto generate the
grid using CGRID). You should copy or transfer the grid directory to a location
accesible by all the nodes in the queue system. The easiest way is to have some
kind of shared filesystem (NFS, samba, etc.) and generate the grids directly in this
location. You should be aware of problems in line terminators if you are using
Windows to generate the grids as the queue system is working on Linux. The
solution for this problem is to transform the files previosly with a tool similar to
’dos2unix’.

Warning
If you are generating the grids on Windows you should tranform the
end of line characters before running the screening

Anyway, you could use the files 1H1D_RL.pdb and 1H1D_R.pdb at example2 di-
rectory to generate the grids as examplined before. After pressing Run Screening,
we can follow the process with the remote process visor.

The time needed for this little screening will depend on your queue system. If
you are working with only one machine of two cores this will take easily twenty
minutes, so maybe it is time to go for a coffee.

Tip: Now it is time to go for a coffee.

Finally, it is time to check the results of the screening. We can use the wizard at:

SBVS−→Get Results from Screening

The only information needed is the ID of the screening. As in the case of the
sources of molecules you have another module to show the information at:

Info−→Show Virtual Screening catalog
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Retrieving results from screening example 2.

Now you can press the Get Results button and wait few seconds (depends on the
number of results, 100 by default). After this you could load the results in PyMOL
with the Load Results button. This will display also a table with the energy and
details of the solutions.

Load results example 2.

If you have followed the example till here, you should be able to peform structure
based screenings with a bigger number of molecules and different proteins.

Happy screening!

Example 3: Simple Ligand-based Virtual Screening
Ligand-based approach is a new characteristic of this version of VSDMIP. In this
example, we will try to peform a extremly simple screening based on molecular
similarities using different fingerprints.

We need to use an already inserted database, explained in the example 2, in order
to generate the fingerprints of the molecules. The fingerprints availables in this
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version are: MACCS (fragment based), CATS (Topological pharmacophores) and
chemical groups (mainly for filtering).

Generating fingerprints is a very fast process, so we will generate all kind of fin-
gerprints availables. To use the module:

LBVS−→Generate 2D Fingerprints

Generating fingerprints for molecules example 3.

You can use the generator in two ways: SMILES input file and database. SMILES
input will generate the fingerprints, but you will not be able to insert the results
without the IDs of this molecules. Since it is easier to obtain everything from
the database we will use COMT_LIGANDS database already inserted. Also, you
should provide a working directory (remember the name becouse you will need
it). Just press Generate and go to next step at:.

LBVS−→Insert 2D Fingerprints

Now, to insert the fingerprints you need the working directory and the ID file.
The ID file was generated automatically by the generator as gfps_input.ids. The
working directory is the same you used in the last step. Press Insert and check
the results dialog.

Inserting fingerprints example 3.

You should see something similar to the screenshot below.
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Results of insertion example 3.

In this case we assume that the database is empty but, if is not the case, a simple
search available at:

LBVS−→Simple search

will perform the task over all fingerprints in the database without limitations and
options (that’s why it is called simple). You should select the most suitable fin-
gerprints for your work. If you are interested in compounds very similar to your
query to should use MACCS (structural keys), and if you are trying to change
your scaffold perhaps you could try to use CATS (Topoligal Pharmacophores).

In this example we already know the kind of structures that could bind the pro-
tein, so we will use ’c1cc(c(c(c1)O)O)O’ (or a simple benzene ring with three hy-
droxyl groups) as query. You can play around trying to use different fingerprints
and see the kind of results you obtain (to display the molecules in PyMOL use
the ’Extract 3D from database’ option)

Performing search example 3.
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Displaying results example 3.

Example 4: Advanced Ligand-based Virtual Screening
Let’s do something a little more complicated and also usefull. In the advanced
search module we will find an almost complete representation of all the search
capabilities developed in VSDMIP 1.5. These options include substructure search,
scoring fusion, centroids, chemical groups filtering and database selection. For
this example we are going to use again the mineralocorticoid ligands (see exam-
ple 1). Because of the nature of the ligands we know that some compounds with
an hydrophobic core and polar groups that fit a certain distance could bind the
protein.

In the second part of this example we will try to use all the already known ligands
to extract the information in two different ways (scoring fusion and centroids) to
perform searchs and obtain some new candidates

We assume that we have filled the database with fingerprints as explained in the
example 3 for all our potential ligands. To access the advanced module we go at:

LBVS−→Advanced search

For the first case, we could try with a steroid like
’CC(=O)[C@H]1CC[C@@H]2[C@@]1(CC[C@H]1[C@H]2CCC2=CC(=O)CC[C@]12C)C’.
The results we can obtain using MACCS and a relaxed cutoff should be very
similiar in scaffold and groups to the original one.
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Advanced search module example 4.

To try to obtain something different we could take for example benzene and sub-
structure search with a very relaxed cutoff. In this case, the results are, as ex-
pected, hidrophoic skeletons with polar functions at certain distances. In fact, the
compound in the picture could bind with high probability the receptor.

Substructure search example 4.

Scoring fusion is a multiple search technique that allows to extract some consen-
sus score from a set of ligands to try to measure a global similarity of the com-
pounds. To use this feature you should provide a list of SMILES. Here, we are
using the smiles extracted from database in previous example 3 (gfps_input.smi)
which contains ten catechol-orto-methyl-transferase (COMT) ligands to try to
find similar compounds with a 0.8 cutoff.
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Scoring fusion example 4.

As we expected, we are able to retrieve all COMT ligands present in the database
and some other compounds similar in structure to them.

The centroids module uses a different approach. The method will try to find a
consensus of fingerprints of a given database and it will use this fingerprint to
perform a simple search.

Centroids fusion example 4.

Once again, as we expected, COMT ligands appear as results.

Example 5: Mixing Ligand and Structure VS approaches
Finally, the last example of this user guide will take all topic covered in the other
examples and mix the ideas to create a new workflow.

Indeed, we are going to take the results of a ligand based screening (example 4,
case two, scoring fusion) and perform a structure based virtual screening with
them. This approach will save time and will focus the attention of the screening
in promising candidates.

First, let’s open the module as in example 2:

SBVS−→Run Virtual Screening
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Now the difference is that we are going to take the ID list extracted with the
option ’Save IDs for Docking’ in advanced search module and use it at Input File
entry field. The Use database field should be empty now. The grids should be
generated following the instructions in example 2.

Mixing LB and SB VS example 5.

The rest of the process is exactly the same as explained in the example 2. Now you
could try to compare results and add your own querys to provide new molecules
for LBVS.

At this point, you should be able to use platform with confidence and perform
advanced tasks to complete your objetives.
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Glossary

GUI

Graphical user interface.

SMILES

Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System. 1D representation of
molecules.

VSDMIP

Virtual Screening Data Management on an Integrated Platform.
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